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ABSTRACT

Mobile application stores (or app stores) sell or provide mobile applications/services for handheld devices 
such as smartphones or tablet computers. A wide variety of mobile applications is available on the app 
stores. Popular applications include location-based services, mobile games, mobile offices, and music. 
The highly popular apps create great opportunities for IT companies and workers. However, traditional 
desktop programmers have problems switching to handheld programming because it requires a differ-
ent approach from desktop programming. Unlike desktop application development, there are no widely 
accepted tools or software for mobile app development. At the same time, mobile app development is 
complicated and platform-specific compared to desktop application development. This chapter introduces 
mobile app development using Android. Mobile developers can get a sense of mobile app development 
by reading this chapter and apply it to other platforms or further explore the Android app development.

INTRODUCTION

When Apple launched its iPhones in 2007, they opened an App Store subsequently. They claimed the 
store has over 100 billion apps download, and has paid out more than $30 billion to developers since 
its inception. There were more than 1.5 million apps available in 2015 (TechCrunch, 2015). The highly 
popular iPhones help the sales and development of applications. On the other hand, the large number of 
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apps helps the sales of iPhones too. It is a win-win situation for both of the Apple, Inc. and app developers. 
Witnessing the success of the App Store, other mobile operating system providers realized they might 
be left behind if they did not have this kind of stores for their operating systems. They set up their own 
app stores immediately. Some of the major stores are given in Table 1 (Hu, 2016). The highly popular 
apps create great opportunities for IT companies and workers. However, traditional desktop program-
mers have problems switching to handheld programming because it requires a different approach from 
desktop programming (Kiely, 2001). This chapter introduces essential technologies for mobile/handheld 
computing, so more IT workers can join the mobile trend of computing.

Desktop application developers use standard tools or software (such as C++ and Java compilers) to 
develop applications for different platforms (like Linux and Windows) with little or no changes. Unlike 
desktop application development, there are no widely accepted tools or software for mobile app develop-
ment. For example, completely different approaches are required for Android and iOS app development. 
At the same time, mobile app development is much more complicated and platform-specific compared 
to desktop application development. This chapter introduces mobile app development by giving a simple 
Android application. Mobile developers can get a sense of mobile app development by reading this 
chapter and apply it to other platforms or further explore the Android app development.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 gives background information about mobile/
handheld computing, which includes a generic system structure of mobile handheld devices and client-
side handheld computing. A variety of approaches is available for mobile app development. Sections 3 
and 4 introduce the development using Android. Related tools and software for Android app development 
are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 explains a simple app development using Android. The example 
includes several XML and Java files and the Android Studio IDE (Integrated Development Environment) 
is used in the development. The final section summarizes this study.

Table 1. Major mobile application stores (Hu, 2016)

Company Mobile Application Store

Name Major Mobile Products Name Major Operating 
Systems Supported Launch Date

Apple Inc. Smartphone 
Mobile operating system App Store iOS 07/10/2008

Open Handset Alliance (Alphabet) Mobile operating system Google Play Android 10/22/2008

Microsoft Mobile operating system Windows Phone Apps Windows Phone 10/06/2009

Research In Motion Smartphone 
Mobile operating system BlackBerry World BlackBerry OS 04/01/2009

Samsung Smartphone Samsung Apps Android 
Windows Phone 09/14/2009

LG Smartphone LG Smart World
Android 
Windows Phone 
WebOS

GetJar None GetJar Almost all xx/xx/2004

Opera Mobile browser Opera Mobile Store Almost all 02/16/2009

Sony Smartphone Apps Android 
Windows Phone 02/xx/2004
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